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-Katie Kerrigan, Head Buffalo

HIGHS, LOWS, BUFFALOS
I am sure that we all have heard of the classic game (is it a game? idk) of your “rose and thorn” of the 
day, in which you tell someone the best and worst part of your day, week, month, etc. When discussing 
your day with your family and friends and they ask for your “rose” and “thorn” of the day, tell them to 
f**k off and that you only play High, Low, Buffalo. This is a million times better than “rose and thorn” 
because it rhymes, it is cuter, and who doesn’t love buffalos. You may ask “what is a buffalo?” well my 
friend, a buffalo is something weird that happened that day... because like if you say you saw a buffalo it 
would be out of the ordinary and fun. I was doing some reflection on this semester and it got me thinking 
about what were the best and worst parts of the year. So for this semester’s last sheet it seems only fitting 
that we discuss the best, worst, and weirdest parts of this fall semester. 

HIGHS
-We were able to come back to 
campus
-Denison’s communication 
-Weinberg’s emails (usually a 
high)
-Courses were accommodating 
to remote students
- S I L V E R S T E I N 
-I geniunely felt safe here
-Figuring out new ways to 
hang with friends
-Most people are great with 
wearing masks when they 
should be
-campo and admin have been 
pretty strict when it comes to 
those breaking covid rules. 
keeps us #safe
-Consistently decent weather
-The Farmer’s Market (a con-
sistent high)
-The new drive-thru Starbucks 
in Heath. LIFE SAVER.
-being a senior in an apart-
ment... no plexi-glass divided 
meals in huff
-LOTS of day drinking (water 
only!) outside

LOWS
-We are living in a pandemic
-Couldn’t do that much/go 
anywhere (especially for the 
first 7 weeks)
-The anticipation before open-
ing Weinberg’s emails
-Denison could have tested 
every student more frequently
-For the kids that got sent 
home.... I bet that was a low
-No sports. well there was 
some sports but definitely 
wayyyy different than usual
-Privileges revoked when co-
vid numbers spiked
-My hands have never been 
drier...thanks hand sanitizer
-The mailroom pick up times 
by slayter box (during the first 
few weeks)
-Nobody in Newark or Heath 
wearing masks
-When it rained on a Saturday
-The unknowns of it all 
-Usually not leaving your 
rooms until dinner time

BUFFALOS
-the IM fields have never been 
more relevant
-Ebaugh pond as a social 
space 
-Silverstein parking lot as a 
social space
-many many many many any 
walks with friends (never ever 
have I gone on more walks 
than in 2020)
-zoom university
-creative solutions to making 
our own fun
-Louis the Child as zoom D-
day performer.....
-The Slayter Tent
-Classes in tents & Swasey
-the Silverstein marketpalce 
actually having good alcohol
-Not returning after Thanks-
giving
-Remote finals
-the dividers in the dining 
halls
-Realizing how much 20 y/o 
boys love golf



Bull’s  
Last WordCharlie “Tofu-erky” Schweiger, Managing Editor

Elizabeth “Turkey Jello” Arterberry, Senior Writer
Big Boy Josh “Ambrosia salad” P03, Senior Writer

Maggie “Turkey & Stuffing layered cake” Bell, Junior Writer
Blythe “Corn muffin stuffin’” Dahlem, Sophmore Writer

Ellie “Mashed potato Jelly Beans” Schrader, Sophomore Writer
William “Cranberry relish” Kelsey, Sophomore Writer

Emma “Everything bagels and bacon stuffing” Rutherford, Sophomore Writer

  James “Turkey sliders with stuffing buns” Whitney, Junior Editor
Jack “Mashed califlower” May, Junior Editor

Betsy “Pumpkin pie popsicles” Wagner, Sophomore Editor
      Katie “Gravy icecream” Kerrigan, Head Writer

Staff “Obscure Thanksgiving Food” Box

NORMALIZE
NOT 

LIKING
TURKEY

BEST BABY OF 2020

Finale. Thank you for another great semester of bullshit, lovely readers. We know this fall was tough, stressful, 
difficult, and confusing, but we hope that our daily paper was a constant for you and made you crack a smile on 
the occassion. Thank you for your questions, I appreciate your curiosity, keep being curious, keep asking ques-
tions, that’s so important. With love and hugs, see you in the spring. Stay Golden Ponyboy <3

So like most everyone with an iphone, I have the news app. I subscribe to many different news sources, one 
of which is People... because who doesn’t love some tabloids. Well today I got a notification from People 
magazine via my news app that read: “Cutest Baby of 2020 Announced” and I just had to discuss it. I know 
that People Magazine is infamous for declaring the hottest people of the year (except I still don’t know how 
Blake Shelton won) but I think that ranking celebrity babies is where we need to draw the line. Like the kid 
was cute but I found it odd. How do you choose one famous baby over another. Well some kids are cuter 
than others, we can’t deny that fact. But how can a magazine decide which celebrities have the cutest kids 
of the entire year. Then they wrote a lengthy article about the 6-month old... What has he done in 6 months 
that is news worthy? Just seemed so odd to me idk. Well anyones, here is the kid. He is super cute I will 
give him that. The cutest baby of all of 2020? Idk bout that one. (side note: I do like babies. This article 
makes me seem like I have a weird dislike for babies. I don’t... they seem nice enough.

-Katie Kerrigan, Head Baby Critic

THANKSGIVING CLICHES
Drunk Uncle Place cards in the shape of a turkey

Pretending to like Great 
Aunt Susan’s new recipe

Mom asking you to sit at the kids table even 
though you are 21 years old and your cousins 
at said kid’s table are 7 & 10

Dad making a big deal about carving the Turkey

Grandpa Joe bringing up 
politics at the table

Uncle Randy gathering up the men to go play 
football outside

**after the meal** “Well I am 
stuffed. Just like that turkey” 
**elbow bump**  -Cousin Jim

The palpable tension of 
unsaid familial drama fills 
the air

“Oh my, look how big 
you’ve gotten” -Grandma


